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(with “strange” strangeness conserved experimentally 
as “associated production” ) was explained as…..

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Meson_octet.png


with 3318 ⊗=⊕



Associated Production….

00 Λ+→+− Kpπ

Explained as

sudsduudud +→+



Early problems, 
3 identical Fermions….



Colour Degree of Freedom…







The present situation….





Not only history: Parton model
• sub-structure and related differential cross section



was (earlier) interpreted as…



Lepton Hadron (Electron-Proton) 
Scattering (to be compared, through QED, with 

point-like electron-muon scattering)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/DIS.svg
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Point-Like Scattering 
222 MppX == 1
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and ν are not independent

And if there is a point-like parton i inside a proton 
carrying a fraction f of the proton’s four-momentum
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Probability distributions f(x) of the fraction x
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W2 for a point-like parton (like a muon in QED) is 
calculated, using the following,  to be
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The above means the structure functions W2 and F2 are functions 
of  the Bjorken x only. This is called the Bjorken scaling











When sea contribution cancels….



Only QED!

Here, we need QCD!



QCD effects modify all above as…

• 1-Quark-gluon vertex (like electron-photon 
vertex but multiplied with “colour factors”)

The 3-fold colour degree of freedom for quarks and antiquarks, 
combined with 8-fold “bicolour” degree of freedom for a gluon 
means that the strength of the Quark-gluon vertex is to be chosen 
from 3*3*8=72 numbers, read as elements of 8 SU(3) generator 
lambda matrices, each of order 3*3





Effects of Quark-Gluon vertex

Meaning a) three jet events in addition to the 
two-jet events expected from the “QED 
portion”….



Or….



A QCD effect



For a 
comparison:
The QED 
portion







b) diagrams like



explain “violation of Bjorken scaling”

http://www.scholarpedia.org/wiki/images/1/1a/DIS-QCD.png


Also Gluon-Gluon vertices



Reversing signs of loop contribution to the “running of coupling 
constant” resulting from RENORMALIZATION: in QCD coupling 
constant decreases with larger momentum transfers….



Compare with QED or electric 
Plasmas…(trend opposite to QCD)



Again electric charge effects, not of 
the Colour charge



Back to QCD….



Horizontal is the distance scaled probed and 
vertical is the Charge strength….



Continued: QCD effects modify all 
above (QED portion) as…

• 2-Quarks and gluons do not reach 
detector but only hadrons….



2a-Quarks and gluons remain inside hadrons:



rrV κ=)(





How can you calculate with large 
coupling….

The S-matrix expansion in powers of coupling or HI

Can be written as

And remains well defined no matter how large is HI



Path Integrals…



Challenges for QCD: why only colour
singlets and why clustering….
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